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FOREWORD
FOREWORD
Assalamu’alaikum Wr.
Assalamu’alaikum
Wr.Wbr.
Wbr.(Peace
(Peacebebeupon
uponyou).
you).Let
Letususthanks
thankstotoour
ourAlmighty,
Almighty,Allah
AllahSWT
SWT(Subhanahu
Wa-Ta’ala), Who
has bestowed
all bestowed
the best blessings
and
prosperity.
may be upon
to our
Great Prophet
(Subhanahu
Wa-Ta’ala),
Whoushas
us all the
best
blessingsPeace
and prosperity.
Peace
may
Muhammad
SAW
(Salallahu
Wassalam
or peace
be upon‘Alaihi
him), his
companions,
his family,
and his faithful
be
upon to our
Great
Prophet‘Alaihi
Muhammad
SAW
(Salallahu
Wassalam
or peace
be upon
and dutiful
followers untilhis
thefamily,
end of the
Amien. and dutiful followers until the end of the
him),
his companions,
andworld.
his faithful
What are the criteria of a scholarly journal is classified as an international journal? According to
world. Amien.
Kemenristekdikti RI (Ministry of Research, Technology, and Higher Education of the Republic of Indonesia), it
is anOne
attempt
toishumanize
process
lasts ainlifetime,
wasEducation
obvious criteria.
of them
that besidehumans.
the articlesThis
in theeducational
journals should
be written
the languages of the
which
in theNations),
context ofin Islamic
teachings
was
said
education
lasts aexperts
lifetime,
from
the journal
man should be
UN (United
English for
example,
then
thethat
writers
and editorial
board
of the
that
is born
he died.
the educational
process takes
place,Europe,
we areAfrica,
trained,
equipped,
scattered
anduntil
represent
fromDuring
at least four
countries or continents
in Asia,
and
America/Australia.
educated,
reminded
to always
be aalso
good
man andon
qualified
the–bettermen
In addition,and
of course,
the journal
should
be published
a regularfor
basis
because of of
thatourselves
it was precisely that
in Indonesia,
thefor
name
of people’s
the journal
is called
as TBI (Terbitan
Ilmiahplace
or Scholarly
Periodicals)
and
also useful
other
lives.
The education
processBerkala
is also taking
from family
and – and can
be readto
orthe
accessed
by stakeholders
through thehas
journals’
widely throughout
especially
website.
school
community.
Thus, education
becomedissemination
a shared responsibility
betweenthetheworld,
family,
school,via
anditscommunity.
Managing the
scholarly
not progress
an easy job.
when it is done
engaged inofearnest
and serious,
then there
is nothing
Education
is the
drivingjournals
force foris the
of aBut
nation-state.
Theand
nation-state
advanced
and modern
in the
world difficult in
this
world.
It
means
that
something
that
is
difficult
to
be
easy;
and
an
easy
task
can
be
a
fun
and
encouraging.
Including
the
efforts to meet the
today, due to the government – of course together with the family and the community – with serious designing, financing,
standards and criteria for reputable international journals, if there are efforts earnest and serious, of course, slowly but surely be fruitful as well.
and implementing programs of mass education, systematic, and continuous. History has proven that the government has
What is important here that the efforts should remain there, and the result is usually a fruit or consequence of the efforts. Without the effort and
provided
massive investment in education, then in the not too long time, that is 25-50 years, the nation-state has been
hard work, it will not result what was expected. However, if there have been efforts and hard work but could not get the expected results, then
experiencing
a significant
andand
prosperity.
in Europe,
(United
States of America), and Japan, for
there is no other
way except progress
to be patient
keep the Countries
spirit to strive
and workUSA
harder
in the future.
example,
have
become
a
developed
country
because
the
level
of
education
possessed
by
is also
quite high.
The journey of EDUCARE journal – which began publication on 17 August 2009, in citizens
the context
to celebrate
the Independence Day of
Education
also
is
a
vehicle
for
democracy
and
freedom
for
the
citizens
of
a
nation-state.
Many
developed
andthe
democratic
Indonesia – is describing the efforts earnest and serious, but not get the expected results. Since the beginning of issue,
EDUCARE journal
countries
in the world,
well as supported
byan
theinternational
progress of the
education
level ofconsistently
its citizens.tried
Educated
will have
has been intentional
andasdetermined
to become
journal.
The editors
in ordercitizens
the articles
published in this
journal
are written
in English,
as one which
of the in
UNturn
languages;
from various
countries;
and
editorial experts
the
literacy
rate is high
in all areas,
becomesthetheauthors
drivingsought
force could
for thecome
dynamics
and social
change
inthe
society
board
came
also
from
many
countries
around
the
world.
The
EDUCARE
journal
strives
also
to
be
published
regularly
and
towards significant progress. Educated citizens also raised hopes, ideals, and a new vision for a nation-state in the future,periodically;
andthat
canthe
be nation-state
read or accessed
stakeholders
around the prosperous,
world through
the usecivilized,
of OJS (Open
Journal System) that be managed properly and
so
hasbybecome
more advanced,
modern,
and equitable.
professionally. However, these efforts seem to have not obtained the expected results. In fact, in 2010, the EDUCARE journal had been submitted
Many aspects can be examined and studied in the field of education. History of education, educational planning,
to get the accreditation from Ditjendikti Kemendikbud RI (Directorate-General of Higher Education, Ministry of Education and Culture of
education funding, processes and implementation of educational programs, and education for all – including gender
the Republic of Indonesia), but the results are not encouraging, which is not yet accredited until now.
perspectives’
education,and
are encouraging
areas that can
be examined
studied
the world
of Press,
education.
Evenhouse
not less
important
What is important
to me
now – as aand
Director
of in
Minda
Masagi
publishing
owned
by ASPENSI (the
is
the
study
of
comparative
education
system.
By
comparing
the
educational
system
of
a
nation-state
with
other
nationAssociation of Indonesian Scholars of History Education) in Bandung, which publishes the EDUCARE journal – although
this journal has
states
theaccredited
world, webywill
gain an understanding
and aofvaluable
about the progress
by thehave
nation-states
in have effort
not yetin
been
Kemenristekdikti
RI as the journal
“nationallesson
or international”
level, butmade
the Editors
had the spirit,
all
areasand
of community
life. for publishing the EDUCARE journal, in order to be a journal that can be recognized and needed its existence
earnest,
tirelessly to continue
by the
stakeholders,
namely teachers,
lecturers, and
researchers,
onlythe
from
Indonesia
butofalso
from the Southeast
Asian
countries
Journal
of EDUCARE
is a medium
to review
and not
study
many
aspects
education.
Due to its
scope
is an and around
the world. Indeed,
for us, accreditation
a goal, butwants
merelytoa see
recognition
of the the
institution
which has
the authority
international
character,
the journal ofis not
EDUCARE
and compare
studiesinonIndonesia,
the educational
aspects
shared to accredit
themany
scholarly
journals. The
main
purpose
EDUCARE
publication,
others,and
is that
the results
of research
by
nation-states
in the
world.
Thatof isthe
none
other thanjournal
that we
have a newamong
perspective
valuable
experience
aboutand thinking
smart
and pithy can
be published
canprogress,
also be read
widely byfreedom,
stakeholders
around
world. for the country and
the
educational
aspects,
which and,
havefinally,
brought
prosperity,
justice,
andthemodernity
We also realize, as has been recommended by Kemenristekdikti RI, that a good journal must necessarily be maintained and published by
people all over the world. The progress of a nation-state, therefore, can only be interpreted correctly if we compare it with
a professional organization. In the next journal publishing, a professional organization is able to establish a cooperation with HEIs (Higher
the
progress
that has been
by other nation-states
in the world.
canthe
notjournal
be measured
solely
by disturbed
the claims
Education
Institutions),
suchachieved
as the Department,
Faculty, or University.
This isProgress
done so that
publication
is not
or interrupted
unilaterally
and
without
clear
parameters
in
the
context
of
the
comparison
by
the
government
of
a
nation-state.
by the change of leadership in the institutions; because it has become commonplace and prevalent in Indonesia that changing the leadership, so then
The articles
in the
theleadership
EDUCARE
issue
of February
– that
is consisted
of five articles
– comejournals, the
changing
also the published
policy. When
of thejournal,
institution
previously
had the2017
passion
and care
with the publication
of scholarly
from
of six
Malaysia,
Philippines,
Bangladesh,
India,eventually
and United
States
of America.
leadersthe
of authors
institutions
thatcountries:
succeeded Indonesia,
not necessarily
have the same
passion and
concern, which
will have
implications
for It
the disruption
of very
continuity
of scholarly
journals.and
Andvery
we, important
the Executives
have experienced
thingsthe
like
that. But,
for us, available
or not
is
interesting
academically,
andBoard
proudofforASPENSI,
us in the context
of managing
scholarly
journals.
As
available
to jointpreviously
publicationthat
withthe
other
institutions,
journals
we manage
mustthat
keepthe
running
and can be
published
and regularly.
we
have stated
authors
come the
from
many that
countries,
it shows
EDUCARE
journal
has properly
had trust
the casewho
of EDUCARE
journal,
issues in
of our
February
2009
to February
2016
fromAs
theinauthors
his/her articles
wantwhich
to be since
published
scholarly
journals.
I think
it ishave
not been
easy managed
to get theand
trustorganized by
the
Lecturers
of
FKIP
UMP
(Faculty
of
Education
and
Teacher
Training,
Muhammadiyah
University
of
Purwokerto)
Central Java,
from the authors; and one of the crusial problems in managing the scholarly journal in Indonesia is rarely or lack toinget
Indonesia. It is a cooperation in the scholarly journal publishing that is actually quite a long time; and unfortunately if a joining publication
the articles that come from many authors from many countries. The trust is very important as social capital and, because
was stopped just because, for example, the EDUCARE journal not accredited yet by Kemenristekdikti RI in one side; or due to a change of Dean
of that, it should be maintainned and preserved – in the context of managing the scholarly journal – by making an article
at the FKIP UMP in other side. Because for us, once again, accreditation is not a goal in publishing the scholarly journal. What is important
is
good
perfect in editing,
styling,
and formating
whenofit institution
has been published
and displayed
in an
version.
here
thatand
by publishing
the scholarly
journals,
hence, the name
which cooperate
in managing
theonline
scholarly
journal will be known
Do
enjoy
reading
the
EDUCARE
journal
and
hopefully
you
will
derive
much
benefit
from
it.
Wassalamu’alaikum
and be in good standing academically. Academic institution that did not have a scholarly journal, obviously like vegetables without salt, which
Wr.
Wbr.less
(peace
also
you).
is bland,
tasty,beand
lessupon
complete.
The articles published in the EDUCARE journal, issue of August 2016 – that is consisted of five articles – come from the authors of five countries:
Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines, India, and Ethiopia. It is very interesting academically, and very important and proud for me in the context of
Bandung,
West
Java,journals.
Indonesia:
27,from
2017.
managing the
scholarly
TheFebruary
authors come
many countries, it shows that the EDUCARE journal has had trust from the authors who
Sri
Redjeki
Rosdianti,
M.M.Pd.
his/her articles want to be published in our scholarly journals. I think it is not easy to get the trust from the authors; and one of the crusial problems
A
Masagi
wonedisbyrarely
ASPENSI
Association
Indonesian
Scholars
of History
Education)
in Director
managingoftheMinda
scholarly
journalPress
in Indonesia
or lack to(the
get the
articles thatofcome
from many
authors from
many countries.
The trust is very
important
as social
and, because
of that,Studies
it shouldEducation
be maintainned
and preserved
the context
of managing
the scholarly journal
in
Bandung;
andcapital
a Teacher
of Social
in SMP
(Junior– in
High
School)
Laboratorium-School
UPI– by making
an article is good
and perfect
in editing, styling,
and
formating
it has been
and displayed in an online version.
(Indonesia
University
of Education)
Cibiru
Campus
inwhen
Bandung,
Westpublished
Java, Indonesia.
Do enjoy reading the EDUCARE journal and hopefully you will derive much benefit from it. Wassalamu’alaikum Wr. Wbr. (peace be
also upon you).
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